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The vacationers from all the directions come to India in order to go around the best part of India. If
the travelers are looking for something special, they are supposed to make for the clean and green
city Agra that has the location of one of the seven wonders of the worlds, the Taj Mahal. And the
beauty of the Taj Mahal can be made into access when the tourists go for Taj Mahal tour. The
vacationers do not find it difficult to revive their love story when they stand in the premise of the Taj
Mahal that is situated on the verge of the river Yamuna.

Taj Mahal:

The Taj Mahal is the most mesmerizing part of not only Agra but also of India. People from all over
the world make their instant approach to the city Agra in order to go around the beauty of the Taj
Mahal by taking the Taj Mahal tour. Taj Mahal was built in 1631 by the great Mughal emperor shah
Jahan. It took 20,000 workers to make it complete. They just worked harder and harder to make the
historical monuments stand firm and tall in all kinds of weather. The honeymooners and newly
married couples come to the see the most beautiful monument by choosing it as a honeymoon
place because behind the construction of the white marble built building, there is an immortal love
story of the great Mughal emperor shah Jahan and his beloved Mumtaz Mahal. The Taj Mahal was
named after the life Mumtaz Mahal.

Agra fort:

After completing the journey tot eh Taj Mahal, the vacationers are able to move out to the Agra fort
that is just one km away from the Taj Mahal. The fort is huge and gorgeous. And it can be enjoyed
by taking the adoption of Taj Mahal tour. The tourists are able to view one of the Seven Wonders of
the World form the Agra fort with a great ease. It looks really very much amazing form the fort.
Angoori Bhag, Sheesh Mahal, Diwan-I-Aam, Diwan-I-Khas are the major and wiorth visiting part of
the fort.

Fatehpur Sikari:

Fatehpur Sikari is just 32 kms far away form the main city Agra. It is placed on the outskirt of the
city. And the tourists make their access to it at any cost by taking the help of Taj Mahal tour
packages because it has divine power. And it is believed that great Mughal emperor Akbar got his
first heir after seeking the blessing of the great saint Salim Chisti. Since then, large number of the
people goes to the place and makes their different wishes to be fulfilled as soon as possible. Hence,
explore the tour at the fullest.
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booking in India.
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